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welcome to the world of Thomas Cook Tours
we look forward to sharing some

wonderful experiences with you
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voyage to the northern lights
This booklet contains your itinerary and a range of other important information. Please read it
through carefully and bring it with you on your holiday.
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1. Essential information

Passport and visa requirements
British citizens visiting Norway do not require a visa but must have a valid British passport.  
There is no minimum validity required, but must be valid for your return journey.

Non-British citizen passport holders may require a visa to enter Norway – please contact the
Norwegian Embassy to clarify this.

All passengers travelling to Europe must have machine-readable passports. Families are therefore
required to obtain individual passports for each traveller, including all children. Passport application
forms can be obtained from any main post office.

Before you travel, make sure all of the appropriate vaccinations are up to date.  For further medical
advise on travelling to Norway, consult your GP or call NHS direct on 08 45 46 47.

Insurance
As a British national, you are entitled to emergency medical treatment, but you must obtain
European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) before travelling.  This is not a substitute for travel
insurance, so we strongly recommend you take out comprehensive travel insurance for the whole
of your stay. To be on the safe side, your insurance policy should include at least £1 million medical
cover and you should check that it’s valid for all activities you’ll be involved in.

Luggage
Scandinavian Airlines allows one piece of free checked baggage.  The maximum weight is 23kg
and the maximum size combined length, width and height is 158 cm or 62 inches.  If your baggage
weighs more than this, Scandinavian Airlines will charge you an excess baggage fee.  Your suitcase
should not weigh more than 32kg for health and safety reasons.

There are restrictions to what you can carry in your cabin baggage.  If you carry liquids and gel
based substances, they must comply with the following conditions:
• Containers with liquids and similar products may contain up to 100 millilitres 
• All containers must be carried in a transparent resealable plastic bag with a maximum capacity

of one litre 
• One bag per person 
• The bag must be presented separately at the security check 
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Medication that may be required during the flight, may be carried outside the bag.

Your tour includes porterage for only one suitcase, so we recommend you stick to that. You can
bring a maximum of two if you prefer, but please note that a charge of around £15 will be added for
any additional bags, subject to availability of space.

For up to date baggage restrictions visit www.baa.com.

Please use the enclosed luggage labels. For security reasons we recommend you don’t display your
home address before your return flight back to the UK.

Flight details and airport fees
Full flight details can be found in your voucher booklet.  

As flight times and numbers can change without notice, it’s important that you always reconfirm
your flights in advance (72 hours prior to departure).Wherever possible your tour manager will do
this for you, but if not, you can do it yourself over the phone. It’s especially important to do this if
you’re extending your stay after the end of your tour because airlines may cancel seats that haven’t
been reconfirmed.

We’ll do all we can to help with your seating assignment, but please note that the seats you request
may not be available.

The price of your airline ticket includes an international departure tax. If you’re a ‘land only’
passenger and have booked your flights independently, you’ll need to check that your ticket
includes this tax. If not, you can pay it at Oslo Airport. Please note that this tax can change without
notice.

Scandanavian Airlines do not include meals on their international flights. You can purchase a meal
inflight. On domestic flights in Norway, only tea and coffee is provided free of charge.

Cruise itinerary
Because local weather and sea conditions can be unpredictable, your cruise itinerary may change
slightly from day to day. However, we’ll always keep you up-to-date with any changes and a detailed
itinerary with timings for the following day will be by the reception each evening.
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Optional tours and sightseeing
It’s impossible to pack everything into a single tour, so for additional variety and excitement you
have a range of extra excursions to choose from throughout your holiday.

If you want to take any of the optional excursions offered on your tour, let your tour manager know
as soon as possible. Although the excursions aren’t organised by Thomas Cook Tours, your tour
manager will take care of bookings and payment.
When not on the cruise, the excursions are to be paid in Euros.  Excursions booked while on the
cruise are to be paid in Norwegian Krone.  

Sometimes unexpected local conditions mean we have to substitute alternative sightseeing trips
for unadvertised excursions. You should also know that some excursions are dependent on local
availability; similarly, some will only take place if enough people choose to take them.

Important
Please be aware of the following important information, which has been taken from the booking
conditions detailed in the Thomas Cook Tours 2011-2013 brochure:

Excursion Conditions
Excursions include, but are not restricted to, any sightseeing trips, gigs, events or other tours
attended in resort for which additional payment is required. Excursions can either be booked and/or
paid for in resort ("Resort Booked Excursions") or pre-booked and paid for when you book your
Holiday ("Pre-booked Excursions"). All excursions are supplied by third party suppliers and are
subject to our supplier conditions. Subject to our Booking Conditions we accept responsibility for
Pre-booked Excursions. However, Resort Booked Excursions do not form part of your Package and
are not governed by the Package Travel, Package Holiday and Package Tours Regulations 1992. 
We do not have any responsibility or liability whatsoever for anything which may go wrong on a
Resort Booked Excursion. We, our servants, employees or agents are acting, depending on the
actual Resort Booked Excursion, either as agents for the relevant Resort Booked Excursion or as
agent for you. In any event the contract for any Resort Booked Excursion is between you and the
Resort Booked Excursion provider. It is your responsibility to note carefully any conditions of
contract contained in any Resort Booked Excursion, literature, ticket or receipt you are given. 
For Resort Booked Excursions you may also be subject to the laws of the country in which you take your
excursions and may be required to bring any disputes or claims before the Courts of that country also.

You’ll also find a full copy of the booking conditions at the back of the Thomas Cook Tours brochure.
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2. Voyage to the Northern Lights itinerary

A land of sublime natural beauty, Norway’s breathtaking coastline is the true heart of this
captivating wilderness.  A land of plunging waterfalls and pristine fjords, primeval forests and
majestic glaciers where colourful hamlets and historic ports cling to the shores of bays and coves
and where the Northern Lights can appear abruptly.  Our cruise departures operate during the most
likely time to view the incredible majesty of the Northern Lights (aurora borealis), a celestial light
show that is without parallel, when the dark sky is lit with a shimmering curtain of unforgettable
colours.

Day 1 – London / Bergen
You’ll find details of your flight to Bergen via Oslo in your voucher booklet.

Your tour manager will meet you at the Scandinavian Airlines check-in desk at London Heathrow
Terminal 3. Then once you’ve checked in, make your way to the Servisair Executive Lounge. If your
tour manager gets held up at the check-in desk, the Servisair Executive Lounge monitors will tell
you which departure gate you need to go to and your tour manager will meet you at the gate or on
the plane.

If you’ve got a connecting flight from a domestic airport, your tour manager will meet you at the
Scandinavian Airlines check-in desk at Heathrow Airport, in the Servisair Executive Lounge at
Heathrow Airport or on the plane.

When we arrive at Bergen Airport, you’ll be transferred to your Bergen hotel. Your tour manager will
let you know your wake-up time each day as well as the times of all the tours and departures.

Overnight in Bergen.
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Day 2 – Bergen
We start today with an introductory tour of Bergen which, during the 12th and 13th centuries, was
the capital of Norway.

One of the main sites we will be shown is the UNESCO World Heritage site “Bryggen”. Here admire
the medieval wooden buildings of the hanseatic quarter, the 12th century St Mary’s Church, and also
the museums on the premises.

Next to “Bryggen” we see the Bergenhus Fortress area, with the royal stone hall Haakon’s Hall from
the mid 1200s and the renaissance Rosenkrantz Tower. Driving through the city centre we will also
see the Funicular station, the Theatre, the Art Gallery street, the main concert hall, shopping areas,
and the busy Fish and Flower Market.

In the harbour area there will be a photo-stop for great views of the city centre and the harbour area itself.

During the tour we will also see the characteristic hamlets from the 18th and 19th century, with
picturesque wooden houses along narrow cobblestone streets. In the outskirts of the city there
will be a view of both modern and traditional residential areas, of the Norwegian Royal Family’s
Bergen residence as well as the beautiful surrounding countryside.

After the tour we transfer to the Hurtigruten cruiser ready for our voyage north where we call in at
no less than 34 ports.

Overnight onboard.
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Day 3 – Maloy / Torvik / Alesund / Molde / Kristiansund
In the early hours of the morning, sail the open Stadhavet before calling in at the beautiful Art
Nouveau town of Alesund. Explore Alesund on an optional walking tour.

Later we call at Molde then sail through the beautiful group of islets, Hustadivika on the way to
Kristiansund where we dock late in the evening.

Today, the following optional excursions are available:

Art Nouveau tour (Ålesund) 
Distinguished by its numerous spires, towers and highly detailed ornamentation, Ålesund is a town
renowned across the world for its beautiful Art Nouveau architecture.

(Price: Kr200 subject to change due to variation in exchange rate. Bookable on board)

Atlanterhavsparken aquarium and mount Aksla (Ålesund)
See onboard information for the description of this excursion.
(Price Kr325 subject to change due to variation in exchange rate. Bookable on board)

Day 4 – Trondheim / Rorvik
In the early hours, the ship sails to the medieval city of Trondheim.  Explore Norway’s first capital
city on an optional shore excursion.

Later this morning, we continue to Rorvik.

Today, the following optional excursions are available:

Trondheim with Nidaros Cathedral (Trondheim)
You will hear all about the city’s many features as the bus takes us through Trondheim’s streets and
boroughs, including a short stop at “Utsikten” (“The View”) to admire the city from up high.

(Price:  Kr325 subject to change due to variation in exchange rate. Bookable on board)

Trondheim city walk (Trondheim)
(Price Kr180 subject to change due to variation in exchange rate. Bookable on board)
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Day 5 – Ornes / Bodø . Stamsund / Svolvær
Today, we cross into the Arctic Circle on the way to the modern town of Bodø where we dock.
Continuing to Lofoten, we head out to open sea.  After night fall, the ship navigates the narrow
Raftsund Strait and through the glorious Lofoten Islands before arriving at Svolvær.

Today, the following optional excursions are available:

Lofotr Viking Feast (Stamsund-Svolvær)
On the trip to Lofotr, the guide will tell you about the Viking Ages and how life was for the Vikings
who lived here. 

Upon arrival we are invited in to experience the Chieftain’s house, which has been recreated in full
size, with exhibits of finds from the Viking age. The Chieftain and the lady of the house welcome us
to join them for a real Viking feast in the banquet hall; a taste of the Viking Ages, with traditional
food, costumes, singing and dancing after the feast. 

(Price: Kr720 subject to change due to variation in exchange rate. Bookable on board)

Day 6 – Harstad – Finnsnes – Tromsø – Skjervoy
This morning relax onboard before arriving at the capital of Arctic Norway; Tromsø.  

The following optional shore excursions are available: 

The Arctic Capital Tromsø 
Tromsø is the largest town north of the Arctic Circle, and it has a unique history that includes hunting
in the Arctic Ocean for walrus and polar bears.

During our excursion here, we will visit the interpretive centre Polaria. Here you’ll be able to watch
the movie ‘Svalbard - Arctic Wilderness’, which will take you on a fantastic journey through
Svalbard’s spectacular scenery.

The tour also includes a stop at the famous Arctic Cathedral, an architectural masterpiece and town
landmark.

(Price: Kr375 subject to change due to variation in exchange rate. Bookable on board)
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Dog Sledding (Tromsø)
Drive to the island of Kvaløya where we change clothes and footwear, before hopping aboard the
sledges and letting the huskies pull us over the frozen landscape; enjoying stunning views of the
ocean, mountains and open plateaus. If we’re lucky enough, we will see the magical Northern
Lights. 

Afterwards you are invited into a lavvo with an open fire and a hot drink.

(Price: Kr1150 subject to change due to variation in exchange rate. Bookable on board)

Polar History Walk (Tromsø)
This tour will take us to the Polar Museum first.  The Polar Museum features exhibits from Norway’s
proud polar history. 

The tour continues to the Beer Hall (Ølhallen), Tromsø’s oldest pub, which was a popular meeting
place for fishermen, hunters and polar explorers. Here, you can taste beer from the world’s
northernmost brewery, Mack, whilst one of our local heroes tells stories about the old days.

(Price Kr320 subject to change due to variation in exchange rate. Bookable on board)

Day 7 – Hammerfest – Honningsvåg
Following an early call at Hammerfest we arrive in Honningsvåg, the portal to the wonders of the
spectacular North Cape.

The following optional excursions are available:

The North Cape (Honningsvåg)
Enjoy the magnificent sub-Arctic landscape as we cross the 71st parallel on our journey towards the
North Cape, the northernmost point of the continent.

(Price Kr730 subject to change due to variation in exchange rate. Bookable on board)
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Day 8 – Kirkenes
Today we continue sailing to our final port of call, Kirkenes.  The vistas and sea life become more
dramatic as we approach this small northerly town, just a few kilometres from the Russian border
and the Sami communities of Northern Finland. 

Disembark our cruise ship this morning and explore Kirkenes on a short tour.  Travel by bus through
a surprisingly winter landscape in an Arctic climate. The history of the region is truly stimulating and
has been quite dramatic at times, so this is an educational morning as well.  We eventually arrive
at Storskog, the border station between Norway and Russia.

While we can not cross the border into Russia, we will have the opportunity to buy Russian crafts.

Continue to the mining town of Bjørnvatn  which has gone through dramatic changes in recent
years. The mines were closed in 1996 and reopened again in 2009. Here we gain an insight into 90
years of mining history.

We head towards Pasvikdalen, a beautiful region in an Arctic winter landscape, and make a photo
stop on a hill with a wonderful view of the area.

This afternoon, join the following optional excursions:

Snow Hotel – available on February and March departures only.
Price: Euro 48 per person. Your tour manager will take your payment and book your place.

Husky Tour
Enhance your winter holiday experience with a thrilling husky dog sledge ride!
On arrival at the husky farm you will take part in a short lesson in how to handle the husky team
and then you are ready to go under the guidance of your driver. Hop on board and let the huskies
pull you over the frozen landscape while you enjoy the thrill of the ride and the surrounding
stunning scenery. 

Duration: 2 hours
Price: Euro 165 per person. Your tour manager will take your payment and book your place.

Please note that we offer this Dog sledding excursion today for a more personal experience and
because the similar excursion offered on board your cruise tends to be very booked up.  

Overnight in Kirkenes.
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Day 9 – Kirkenes / Oslo
This morning we transfer to Kirkenes airport for our lunch time flight to Oslo.

Transfer to our hotel, and the rest of the day is available for free time.

Overnight in Oslo.

Day 10 – Oslo
This morning, we take a sightseeing tour of this capital city.  

Despite its relatively small size, Oslo has a lot to show the visitor.  On our tour we will be able to
see the following: The Akershus fortress dating back to the 13th century which today is partly
museum and partly a military area, the City Hall, inaugurated in 1950 at Oslo's 900-year's jubilee.
Pass the Parliament before entering the second and most important street "Karl Johan", named
after the Swedish-Norwegian king in the early part of the 19th century. 

Coming down this street we see the oldest part of the university dating back to 1813, famous for
its interior decorations by the painter Edvard Munch. 

We will drive past the gates to the Vigeland Sculpture Park and start climbing the Holmenkollen-
hill, passing the charming residential area with attractive homes and gardens. Take in the
world-famous ski jumping arena at Holmenkollen, where there is time for a photo stop. On clear
days the view over the town and the Oslofjord with its many islands is most beautiful from the
Holmenkollen Hills. 

We drive down the busy "Bokstad- veien" with its many shops and continue along the Royal Park
passing the House of Artists (exhibition centre) and down to "Stortorget" - the big market square
where you also find Oslo Cathedral built in 1697. 

Finally we drive up the hillside on the eastern side of the town to the Seaman’s School.  From here
we have a fantastic view to the harbour, the fjord with its many islands as well as a large part of the
town stretching out in the valley below.

The rest of the day is your own.

Overnight in Oslo.

Day 11 – Oslo / London
Transfer to Oslo airport for your Scandinavian Airlines flight to London Heathrow.  On arrival, meet
your driver who will take you home.
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Tipping your tour manager
It’s customary to express happiness with any personal service you receive on your holiday with
some kind of gratuity, and tour managers are no exception. Naturally this is entirely at your
discretion, but as a simple guideline we recommend EUR3 (or £2.50) per person per day –
depending, of course, on your level of satisfaction.  As tips are a personal matter, we suggest they’re
given on an individual basis rather than as a group collection.

Last-minute changes
Tours involve services from many different airlines, hotels and ground transportation companies.
Due to the demand for these services, it’s not always possible to guarantee particular airlines,
flights, aircraft type, ferries, trains and/or hotels featured on a specific itinerary or departure date.
Similarly, we can’t predict the effect of local weather conditions.  Bearing this in mind, we reserve
the right to change any of the listed services and, if necessary, even make last-minute changes to
the cruise sailing schedule and itinerary itself without prior notice. If this happens, we will always
make every effort to give you as much advance notice as possible. We can’t, however, pay any
compensation for alterations we’re forced to make.
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3. Cruise boat information

Cabin comfort
All cabins have individually controlled air-conditioning. 

Dress code
Informal dress is fine, however, some passengers like to wear something a little smarter for the
evening, but this is personal choice. 

Health and safety
There is generally no drill for passengers but a safety talk is given on departure from Bergen. 
Please familiarise yourself with the emergency procedures as shown in the cabins (there is a
diagram on the cabin door and an information book) and public areas, and ask at Reception if in
doubt. Passengers with limited mobility or who have difficulties with vision or hearing are asked
to advise the reception desk if they will need assistance in case of an emergency.

In many ports there may be a good deal of activity on the quay with cars joining/leaving vessels
and/or goods being loaded or unloaded. Please be alert to such traffic when embarking and disembarking.

It may be necessary on occasion to ‘close‘ portholes/ventilators and the outdoor Jacuzzi.

N.B. Portholes do not open but will be closed by a metal cover.

Laundry
There are washing machines and tumble dryers which operate with  tokens and can be purchased
at reception.

Meals and drinks
Passengers are requested to go to the restaurant on embarkation to make their table reservation.
The usual meal times are: 
breakfast from 07.30 to 10.00 hours (open sitting); 
lunch from 12.00 - 14.30 hours(open sitting); 
dinner from 18.30 - 21.30 hours (set seating).  

Full board begins with a buffet dinner on departure from Bergen   The food is Norwegian and
breakfast is buffet style with a selection of cold meats, cheese, eggs, cereals and fruit. Lunch is the
famous Cold Table with a choice of fish dishes, cold meats, salads, a selection of hot dishes, desserts
and fruit. Dinner is a three-course set meal; there is not usually a choice of menu. Occasionally the
Cold Table may be served in the evening and the set meal at lunch time. The ship is fully licensed. 
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Money and valuables
Norwegian Krone NOK or Kr only is used on board all ships. Visa, American Express, Master Card and
Diners Card are all accepted.  A cruise card which acts as a credit card can be used for extras on board.

Cabins are not equipped with a safety deposit box. Valuables may be handed in at the reception for
safe-keeping in the ship’s safe. Hurtigruten Ltd or Thomas Cook Tours cannot accept liability for the
loss of valuables. 

Personal appliances
A continental 2-pin adaptor is required for electrical items.  

Hairdryers are provided in all cabins.

Stamps
Postcards and stamps can be purchased in the ship’s shop and cafeteria.  There is a letterbox on
board most ships and where this is not available the reception will be happy to send your mail. 

Telephones
The ship has pay phones and phone cards can be purchased from reception. Private mobile
telephones may be used on board. Note that the telephone and mobile reception may vary
depending on the area of travel. 

Tipping
There is a non-tipping policy. However, if you feel that crew members should be rewarded for
providing exceptional service this is entirely at your discretion. 

Working ships
The ships function as working ships, calling at ports around the clock. You can expect some noise
and vibration in a few cabins during loading of goods. This varies depending on the location of your
cabin and the type of ship. Also, noise affects people differently and what may be a problem for one
person may not be a problem for others. 

Smoking
Smoking is not permitted in cabins or any enclosed areas of the ship and a fine of at least Kr1000
will be imposed to anyone caught doing so.  Smoking is allowed on deck, but then only in areas

where an ashtray is provided.
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4. Destination highlights

Norway
A sparsely populated country of just 4.9 million people, Norway borders 3 countries, Finland,
Sweden and Russia all of which have had an influence in Norway’s past one way or another.

Bergen
With a little over a quarter of a million inhabitants, this is Norway’s second largest city.

It is located on the south west coast, and is a very important cultural hub.

Oslo
The capital and largest city of Norway.  It is an important city for maritime industries and trade in Europe.

Oslo has a population of 585 thousand and growing at a rate of 2% a year, making it the fastest
growing city in Europe. In 2009, it was officially ranked as the most expensive city in the world.  

Kirkenes
Kirkenes is a small town and known as the capital of Barents region and gateway to the east.  With
influences of nearby countries, inhabitants of this town speak Russian, Finnish, Norwegian and Sami.

This area is rich in natural beauty with lakes, fjords, forests and mountains all nearby.  Between 15
May and 28 July, it is also the land of the midnight sun.

The Northern Lights 
Also known as aurora borealis, this is a natural light display - a phenomenon caused by the collision
of charged particles with the  earth’s magnetic field.

The colours are caused by electrons from the sun that strike and ‘excite’ an atom or molecule in the
atmosphere (similar to the electron gun at the back of a cathode ray tube in a television set that
fires electrons on to the screen, which houses neon atoms in a tube).  The atom or molecule cannot
remain in this ‘excited’ state and returning to its normal condition, gives out some of the energy that
was imparted by the colliding electron, and is emitted in the form of a coloured light, the colour of
which varies depending on the element of the atom.

The spectacular show is most common late autumn, late winter and early spring.  In February and
March, the days are longer and the weather is drier which are perfect conditions for the colourful display.

Recommended reading
Norway – Thomas Cook Travellers
Norway, Lonely Planet country guide
The Northern Lights by Lucy Jago
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5. Useful information

Climate
Inland, temperatures can reach -40°C.  Coastal Norway is milder, with gales and rain common.

Clothing
The weather can vary greatly and change quickly so we recommend layered clothing allowing you
to adapt to changes in temperature, wind and precipitation easily.  You are advised to take breathable
and windproof clothing, warm hat, gloves, scarf and thermal clothing including underwear.

In the south and on the coast, temperatures do not fall much below zero centigrade.  However, you
will spend most of your time on the open sea where it does get very windy, making it feel colder than
it actually is, so you will need wind proof clothing.

Once you get into the Arctic Circle, then this is where you will notice the temperature plummets.  
A big winter coat made from breathable fabric, with room underneath for plenty of layers is ideal.
Temperatures of -20°C are not uncommon, so under your big winter coat, a fleece over your layers
of clothing is recommended.

You will also need a scarf, mittens/gloves, ear muffs, tights/leg warmers.  A walking stick or trekking
pole may be useful.  Pack also a pair of UV protective sunglasses due to the glare of the snow and ice.

Water proof walking boots with thick soles of at least half a centimetre, and room inside for thick
socks are recommended.  If you have room in your suitcase, and weight allowance permitting, 
it would also be a good idea to take two pairs, so that if one pair does get wet inside, you have
another pair to wear while they dry.

Culture
Norwegians are equalitarian.  They introduce themselves with a firm handshake, direct eye contact
and a smile and use their first name.  A hand shake is given when departing also.

Christianity is the main religion in Norway, with nearly 80% of the population belonging to the Evangelical
Lutheran Church of Norway.  Due to immigration, Islam is the second largest religion in the country.
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Duty Free
While in Europe, Norway is not a member of the EU, and you can therefore purchase duty free.
Current allowances for Norway are as follows:

• 200 cigarettes or 250g of tobacco products and 200 leaves of cigarette paper (travellers over 18
years of age).

• Either 1L of spirits over 22% volume and 1.5L wine, or 3L of wine; and 2L of beer up to 4.75%
alcohol (travellers over 20 years of age).

• Other goods to the value of Kr3,000-6,000.
• A small amount of perfume and eau de cologne.
• Up to a total of 10kg of meat and meat products, cheese and foodstuffs (except dog and cat food).

Returning back to the UK, you can bring back the following:
• 200 cigarettes, or 100 cigarillos, or 50 cigars, or 250g of tobacco 
• 4 litres of still table wine 
• 1 litre of spirits or strong liqueurs over 22% volume or 2 litres of fortified wine, sparkling wine or

other liqueurs 
• 16 litres of beer 
• 60 cc/ml of perfume 
• £390 worth of all other goods including gifts and souvenirs 

These are correct at the time of writing and subject to change.  For the latest information on
Norway’s duty free allowances visit www.toll.no/.

Electricity
The voltage is 220/230 volts.  The continental 2 pin plug is used (round pin).

Food and drink
Their cuisine is mainly influenced by readily available raw materials such as game and fish.
However, with the typical globalisation of certain foodstuffs, such as pizza and pies, these are just
as readily available as meatball and cod.  Therefore, any menu from a restaurant in Oslo, will not
look out of place in a restaurant in London.

The national dish is reindeer steak.

Norway has very strict laws on the sale of alcohol.   Liquor can only be sold between 3.00pm and
11:45 pm, and not at all on Sundays.  The prices are very high.

The national drink is akevitt, made of potatoes and caraway seeds, and is very potent.
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Language
The official language is Norwegian.  Here are some useful words and phrases.

Takk  Thank you
Vær så snill  Please
Vær så god  You’re welcome
Sykehus   Hospital
Ja  Yes
Nei  No
God dag  Hello
Ha det (bra)  Goodbye
God morgen!  Good morning
God kveld!  Good evening
God natt! Good night
Snakker du engelsk?  Do you speak English?
Jeg forstår ikke  I don’t understand
Hvor er (toalettet/apoteket)?  Where is the (bathroom/ pharmacy)?
Kan du hjelpe meg? Can you help me?
Jeg har gått meg bort  I’m lost
Hva koster denne? How much is this?
Tar dere kredittkort?  Do you accept credit cards?
Mitt navn er ...   My name is...
En  one
to  two
tre  three
fire  four
fem  five
seks  six
sju  seven
ate  eight
ni  nine
ti  ten

Photography
Supplies will be expensive in Norway, so we recommend you take all you need for your holiday
from the UK.

If you are carrying undeveloped film, it is recommended you carry this in your hand baggage, as
there is a risk of damage when scanning the hold baggage.
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Postage
On board the cruise, stamps can be purchased in the ship’s shop and cafeteria.  You can post your
letters and postcards in the onboard post box, or leave at reception to post.

To send a postcard to the UK will cost Kr 12,00.

Public Holidays in 2012
On national holidays, all post offices, banks, as well as some museums, restaurants and shops will
be closed the whole day.

New Year’s Day  1 January
Maundy Thursday  5 April
Good Friday  6 April
Easter Monday  9 April
Labour Day  1 May
Constitution Day  17 May
Ascension Day  17 May
Whitmonday  28 May
Christmas Day  25 December
Boxing Day  26 December

Safety tips
There are few safety concerns in Norway, but you should be aware of the dangers of theft,
particularly in the airports and railway stations in and around Oslo. The Embassy is frequently
asked to assist British nationals who have had their valuables stolen just after they arrive in the
country. Sensible precautions should be observed and you should take extra care of your passport,
money and credit cards

• Be vigilant at all times.
• Walk only in well-lit areas.
• Never leave your luggage unattended.
• Lock the door when staying in hotels.
• Don’t carry your wallet in your back pocket.
• Lock all valuables in the hotel safety deposit box.
• Try not to attract attention by carrying and/or wearing expensive jewellery.
• Don’t discuss what valuables and money you are carrying in public.
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Shopping
Generally, shops are open from 10am-5pm, Monday to Friday and 9am – 2pm on Saturdays,
although many shopping malls are open later, especially in larger cities and tourist areas.  Most
shops are closed on Sundays.

Smoking
Smoking is banned in public places, including hotel rooms and inside cruise ships.  You may only
smoke in private homes and outside.

Sport
Skiing is the most popular sport in Norway.  Football and handball are also very popular.

Telephones
To dial the UK from Norway, dial 00 44 …. omitting the zero from the area code.

Time Zone
Norway is at GMT+1.

Tipping
Tipping is not required in Norway, as a service charge is included in the bill.  However, in bars and
restaurants, Norwegians usually leave a tip if they are happy with the service.  You can round up
to the nearest 10 or 100 NOK.  10% is considered a generous tip.

It is also common to tip hotel cleaners and taxi drivers, other service personnel never receive tips.

Water
Tap water is safe to drink in Norway.

Your money
The Norwegian Krone (NOK or Kr) is divided into 100 øre.  Notes are in denominations of Kr1,000,
500, 200, 100 and 50. Coins are in denominations of Kr20. 10, 5, 1 and 50 øre.

ATM’s are widely available.

Banks are open between 9:00 – 15:30 Monday to Friday, and 09:00 – 17:00 on Thursday

All major credit and debit cards are widely accepted.

The import and export of local currency is restricted to Kr25,000.  Amounts over this must be declared.

Travellers cheques are accepted in banks, hotels, some shops and by airlines.
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Travel the World without Costing the Earth
We're passionate about the places we visit and want to protect
and preserve them for future generations to enjoy. We’re sure it’s
a passion you share so here are some ideas:

Look after the natural environment:
Leave anywhere you visit even better than when you found it. Dispose of litter carefully (fire is a serious
hazard in hot, dry countries so be careful with that cigarette butt!) and recycle where possible.

Respect local traditions and people:
Observe any dress codes and behave appropriately. It may be your holiday but it's their home. 
Try using a few words of the local language.

Always ask before taking someone's photograph:
Some people find this intrusive while others may ask for money for this small service.

Haggle with humour:
Do haggle – it's part of the fun. But remember that what may be a small sum to you may be
significant to the seller, so try to be fair, too.

Resist giving money or gifts to begging children:
It may make give you that feel-good feeling but you may be adding to other problems behind the
scenes. Give to a local charity or school to ensure the money goes where it is most needed.

Buy locally made products and use local services:
Eat at local bars and cafes. Ask about excursions using local guides and drivers – they have insider knowledge!
Putting money into the local economy helps local people and gives your holiday an extra dimension.

Reduce the use of natural resources and energy:
Take a quick shower instead of a bath; re-use towels; switch off lights and air con when out; try the
local bus service, hire a bike or walk – you'll see more that way!

Please don't take 'natural' souvenirs away:
Wild flowers and plants, pebbles and sea shells, should all be left where you found them for others to enjoy.

Don't buy products made from endangered plants or animals:
This includes hardwoods, corals, shells, starfish, ivory, fur, feathers, skins, horn, teeth, eggs, reptiles
and turtles. For more information on endangered species visit the WWF-UK Souvenir Alert Campaign

Child Sex Tourism is a Criminal Offence in all Destinations:
If you would like to report an incident, contact Crimestoppers from the UK dial Freephone 0800 555 111.
From Overseas dial +44 800 555 111. Or contact ECPAT UK (End Child Prostitution, Pornography and
Trafficking) +44 207 233 9887

These are just some of the simple things that can be done – but there are many more. To find out
more about how you can make your holiday more sustainable, visit www.makeholidaysgreener.org.uk.
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6. Contacts

UK 24-hour Duty Office
In case of problems or emergencies, please contact your tour manager.

Important
Please note that all pre and post ‘Voyage to the Northern Lights’ tour extensions are unescorted.
If you are on an extension from your Thomas Cook Tour and you need assistance, please call our
UK-based Duty Manager: Telephone: 011 44 1274 731119

Tourist information
For up-to-date information on health, passport, visas, special events and tourist information, 
please contact:

Norway embassy Telephone: 020  7591 5500
25 Belgrave Square Website: www.norway.org.uk
London SW1X 8QD 

British embassy Telephone: (47) 23 13 27 00
Thomas Heftyesgate S Website: http://ukinnorway.fco.go.uk/en
0264, Oslo Email: britemb@online.no

Norway tourist board Website www.visitnorway.com

Foreign Office advice
To check the most up-to-date information you should contact the Foreign Office Travel Advice Unit
on 0845 850 2829, or visit the foreign office website on www.fco.gov.uk, which is filled with
essential travel advice.

Have a great holiday.
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Your notes
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Your notes
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We have taken every care to ensure that all details included in this booklet were correct at the time of printing.
However changes can occur without notice.

If you find any information in this booklet inaccurate, please do tell us.
Your help is appreciated and will enable us to ensure that our customers receive the most up-to-date information possible.

Thank you
Issue: December 2011
TCT/SAC/IT/0610/001
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